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THE DATA PROCESSING PROGRAM IN OPERATION AT THE
SUFFOLK COOPERATIVE LIBRARY SYSTEM
PATCHOGUE, NEW YORK
Walter W. Curley
February 10, 1963 will always be remembered by the staff of
the Suffolk Cooperative Library System as the day the button was
pushed. Prior to that time, all of the reasons why mechanized data
processing might be applicable had been carefully explored; all were
aware that a manual operation might keep the system alive and would
have the added advantage that, if it failed, the disaster would make
less of a noise from one end of the state to the other. However, the
reasons for mechanization were so compelling that the exciting step
was taken.
The creation of the Suffolk Cooperative Library System, the
second to the last one to be authorized in New York, had been
achieved only after many years of effort, and came hard to many of
the conservative but conscientious people who were running the
libraries of Suffolk County. In February 1963, only twenty-four of
the forty-five public libraries in the County were members, and
perhaps some non-members were waiting on the sidelines to watch
the System fail: ( l) because the libraries would be forced to develop
rapidly in order to cope with the demands of the fastest growing
county in the United States and (2) because it would be necessary to
keep operations confined to 5,000 square feet of space for at least
several years. Because the System could be spared the problems of
switching from an on-going manual operation and because it would
be necessary to show speed and accuracy while keeping operating
costs at a minimum, it soon became evident that the best procedure
would be to start mechanizing.
When the word got out that the System was going to travel this
rather revolutionary road, there was no trouble making contact with
representatives of the various companies which make and lease or
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sell the kind of machinery which would be needed. What was being
sought was the best possible equipment which the System could afford
to:
1. Handle the entire book ordering procedure.
2. Make labels for the spines, cards, and pockets of books to be
processed.
3. Allow plenty of down time from these operations for the
introduction of circulation control for the bookmobile and for
any member libraries desiring the service.
4. Provide further down time for inauguration of tighter con-
trols on existing operations, and for the introduction of new
services now still in the early planning stage.
5. Produce good catalog cards in quantity.
6. Produce catalog cards in a satisfactory manner.
7. Prepare accounts receivable and payable, as well as monthly
statements.
8. Provide vendor's invoices mechanically coping with the
problems of discount.
For various mechanical, financial, and personal reasons, the
following bank of equipment was leased under the following arrange-
ment with IBM: one 026 Printing Card Punch; one 082 S50 Sorter,
one 085 Collator, one 403 S50 Accounting Machine with Multiplying
device, one 514 Reproducing Punch with Mark Sense. For the pres-
ent, it was decided to produce catalog cards from a combination of
Ekatalith and the A. B. Dick Offset process printing cards, 4 up from
masters.
Although the establishment of procedures for the equipment had
been taking every waking moment of the staff for the previous
several months, it was noticed that no matter how fool-proof a pro-
cedure was thought to be, someone could always find a flaw in it
during those endless brainstorming sessions designed for this very
purpose.
When the equipment eventually was installed and the Boards
were finally wired as desired, a whistle was blown, pictures were
taken, a large sigh of relief was breathed, and promptly it all proved
to be premature! Some of the staff will always remember the happy
day when the data processing supervisor fed a large batch of cards
for the wrong member libraries into the IBM 403 during the billing
operation with the happy result that everybody was mad for at least
two weeks afterwards, as books arrived at some libraries without
bills, and, worse yet, bills arrived at other libraries for books they
had not ordered ! Lesson number one to be learned is that the human
element is always present and should not be underestimated even
in a mechanized operation. About all the machines can do in such a
case is insure bigger and better mistakes ! And then there was the
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glorious week when order cards were fed into the machine by the
hundreds without noticing that they had not been properly coded for
the member libraries ordering the books in question. Some of the
staff worked into the very late hours for several nights after that
repositioning the code number for suitable mechanical handling. And
here was learned Lesson number two: No procedure is workable
until it has worked. After reading countless articles in library
journals, and listening to countless speeches at library conferences
about what the machines can do without a word of actual experience
or proof to back up the rosy speculation of the writer or speaker, it
seems that there is no other field of library science in which theory
is so easily substituted for practice.
Being able to start slowly, the System had the invaluable op-
portunity of erasing "bugs" while they were in a controllable stage.
At the start, fifteen of the member libraries ordered books from
the System; then others were added. Today the System orders and
processes books for all but two of the forty member libraries.
Over the past two years, changes in procedures have been
made from time to time to correct problems which, in the beginning,
seemed almost insurmountable. For example, producing clean
catalog cards, cutting edges, storing catalog cards, and making re-
finements in data processing procedures.
At the time that the bank of IBM equipment was installed, it
was known that Remington Rand was soon to come out with the Univac
1004. IBM had no comparable piece of equipment which would give
the speed and capacity of the Univac 1004, but the company was aware
that in this highly competitive area, they would soon have to provide
a "poor man's computer." Thus, the IBM 403 was installed with the
realization that its capacity would do very well for a time but that
eventually it would need to be replaced either with the Univac 1004
or with a similar IBM computer if that company should market one
in time. In 1964, it was determined that the IBM 403 was too slow,
the IBM 407 was fast enough but lacked the storage memory that
the staff believed was needed, and that the IBM 1400 series was a
very substantial leap to make from the IBM 403. The Univac 1004
uniquely fitted into the gap; for it was about as fast as the more
sophisticated IBM equipment, had storage, and fitted the System's
pocketbook at $1,150 per month.
The Suffolk System's approach to data processing has been
conditioned by the following considerations. In a cooperative sys-
tem which contains tiny little libraries as well as fairly large ones,
it is healthy to remember that a System Director has, in addition to
a nine member Board of Trustees, as many bosses as there are
member libraries. It seemed obvious then that the data processing
program would have to please the extremely varied needs of many
people. Providing them with sufficiently detailed information on
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time and frequently enough would have been a formidable task if
handled manually. Also, a high rate of inaccuracy might have been
expected if more staff had been crowded into the cramped
quarters and pushed hard to produce or else. So mechanization
seemed most likely to insure the ability to please the "customers"
in a highly sensitive area.
Taking the long view of things, concern arose when it was noted
that the vast majority of centralized processing programs with which
the staff was acquainted depended on consolidated book ordering as
the primary basis for service. In a manual operation, this is almost
compulsory. It is believed that a few years of this will have an
alarming and debilitating effect on the book collections of the librar-
ies involved. In an area like Suffolk County where broad subject
coverage is essential, this procedure would not serve the purpose.
Furthermore, book selection should be regarded as one of the most
important and professional services which the member library
director performs at the local level. To subjugate this "sacred
trust" to the convenience of a centralized processing program seems
very much like the tail wagging the dog. With Suffolk's mechanized
program, member libraries have been able to order whatever books
they want, whenever they want them. In fact, the more variety the
better, because it is improving the scope and probably the quality of
the book resources of the System. The System has received a lot
of abuse because it does not and will not consolidate book orders.
Fellow librarians have said that the System will come to it "as sure
as God makes little green apples"; a major jobber said that unless
we did come to it like other systems, they would have to cut the
discount. To the first group, it can be reported that the machines
could not care less whether twenty copies of a book are ordered over
a four-week span, or twenty all at once; to the jobber the following
necessary reply was made: "Alright for you, or Suffolk will take its
trade elsewhere!" This was done not so long ago, and the change
has been an improvement all around. Incidentally, the new jobber
had seen the handwriting on the wall and had mechanized, allowing
his operation to dovetail with the System's in a mutually satisfactory
way. It is our belief that if the quality of service to the library
patron must suffer as a result of the trend toward centralization of
services, then a long hard look should be taken at the real reasons
why such centralization seemed necessary in the first place.
In working with the equipment, it was discovered that pro-
cedures which were developed for them should not hew exactly to
the traditional operations which are usually handled manually. Those
libraries which must make a switch-over from a manual to a
mechanized operation would have to be especially careful here. Many
of the steps in manual ordering, processing, circulation control, etc.
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are not necessary or even advisable if machinery is going to do the
job. Also, procedures which are established for the machinery
should make use of the equipment's particular capacities. Other-
wise, it is interesting to note that machine production of a parallel
manual operation will be more expensive than the manual operation.
Another interesting thing learned in working with the data
processing equipment was that those button-eyed monsters tend to
intimidate people. Often in programming the operation, the staff
would find themselves enveloped in the most complicated maze of
extraneous procedure because there was the impression that the
"407 (or the 1004) could not do that but could do this!" After a few
rounds of such nonsense, it became clear that man should be the
master of the machine! It was also realized that a data processing
supervisor is trained to know his machines, but he does not know
library procedures and could not be expected to grasp the need to
produce certain results with a minimum of programming. Once this
was understood, operations began in a new direction. The program-
ming was done primarily in the administrative office, and once the
data processing supervisor knew what had to be achieved, he found
a way to make the machines achieve it.
The final decision which has guided the System has been a
resolution, widely announced and often repeated to the clientele, that
the System intends to make haste slowly, to expand services only
after it has been proved that the machinery can handle it. Each
phase of the program has begun with a few member libraries and
expanded to others as soon as the "bugs" were removed. No
promises have been made except to try to stay out of trouble. There
has not yet been a move into the final phase of the cataloging pro-
gram, that of cataloging older non-fiction. Hopefully that will begin
at the end of the year. For now, the member libraries and the pay-
ing non-member libraries which also utilize the service are very
understanding and expect full cataloging and processing only for
juvenile books, adult fiction, and adult non-fiction of the current
and past two years. Operations continue in 5,000 square feet of
space with a staff of forty-five. It is desirable that full processing
and cataloging of all books ordered not be undertaken until a move
is made into the new building, hopefully at the end of 1965.
Review of Current Procedures
A look at the actual procedures which have been developed for
the combination IBM- Remington Rand installation will give a clearer
picture of current operations of the Suffolk Cooperative Library
System. (See Appendix l)
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The book ordering, processing, and billing program is as
follows:
The System's "customers" are supplied with a quantity of four-
part, tab-set order forms. The top or original copy is made of card
stock, and the three duplicate copies of vari- colored paper. For
each book to be ordered, one form is filled out at the member library.
The card-stock original comes to the System office bearing author,
title, publisher, the source in which the title can be verified, and the
library's code number. Where necessary, special information about
edition, library binding, etc., is also included. If the library desires
some limitation of the usual full cataloging and processing of all
books except older adult non-fiction, this limitation (for example
*DO NOT CATALOG") is stamped across the face of the order card.
Member libraries have been supplied with special stamps for this
purpose.
Once received at the System office, the order cards are sent
to the data processing department where the key punch operator
punches up pertinent information about author, title, vendor, library
code number, and date of order. Incidentally, the key punch operator
handles the order card for this particular book for this particular
library only once, and the key punch procedure is set up so that the
operator works mechanically, (it was learned the hard way that key
punch operators are trained to work in a particular way and should
not be expected to sort, separate, or handle in different ways order
cards contained in any one batch.) This information which the key
punch operator punches into a blank beige data card is reproduced
back into the original order card. This is done quickly and mechan-
ically by the IBM Reproducer. For each book ordered, the System
has two documents (or cards) with which to work.
Twice a week, all of the accumulated order cards are placed
in the Univac 1004 where orders to designated vendors are then
printed out on sheets. The names and addresses of the vendors are
contained on a tape file which is played into the Univac 1004 as the
order cards are run through. The orders are then mailed to the
vendors, and the original order cards are then sent to the Catalog
Department where they remain for five days, during which time the
Catalog Department is expected to make full use of them for the
first and last time, if possible.
Here the order card is checked against the authority file. If
the item has been cataloged before, all is well. A batch number is
placed on the order card which will tell the processing line where
a set of catalog cards for the book may be quickly found. ( These
card sets had been overrun in limited quantity the first time the
Catalog Department had handled this particular edition of this par-
ticular title.) If the Catalog Department has not cataloged the book
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before, they will endeavor to do so during this five-day period of
grace. K they fail to do so, back go the cards at the appointed time,
and the Catalog Department can expect to receive the cards and the
books when they arrive from the jobber. At that point, it becomes
a top priority item in the Catalog Department, which cannot survive
any kind of log jam because of the existing space problem. To date,
they have stayed alive because they are a really top-notch cataloging
staff!
Order cards are placed in a tub file, arranged by order number.
To simplify matters, the order number is actually the date on which
the order is placed with the vendor. Within order number the cards
are usually filed by author. However experimentation is now in
process with one order arranged by title, and another filed by pub-
lisher, and then by title within publisher. At this point, it is believed
that speed and accuracy are best served by filing by title within order
numbers.
When the books arrive from the vendors, normally in seven or
eight days, clerks hand pull order cards for books listed on the
vendor's invoice, and sense-mark into the cards the list price and
discount for each. These order cards are then sent along to the Data
Processing Department along with the invoice. Here they are mark-
sensed by the IBM Reproducer, and the list price and discount are
punched into the card. The order cards are then placed in the Univac
1004 where a balance sheet is prepared for each order. The 1004
will now figure the discount against the list price, arrive at the net
price for each item, and will total the sum of the net prices, giving
the total net price for the bill owed to each vendor.
This net price on the balance sheet is compared against the
vendor's invoice. If the bill is correct, it is approved and placed
in a file for payment two months hence. Because of the "breaks" in
discount for each item, it is ever possible that a small adjustment
will be necessary. As is known, vendors deal in whole pennies and
will take for themselves one-third, one-half, or one-quarter of a
cent on items where there is less than an even break. When the
adjustment is insignificant, as it usually is, the System absorbs the
loss. After such an adjustment has been made in the bill, if neces-
sary, it is then approved for payment.
There are rare occasions when the adjustment figure is con-
siderably out of line. In these cases, it is necessary to backtrack
through the invoice and through the order cards eventually to dis-
cover where the error has occurred. Mark- sensing has proved to
be extremely accurate and to have cut operating time greatly. Any
other corrections which may be needed have been indicated by the
Order Department clerks previously mentioned and are made at this
time by the Data Processing Department.
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At this point, all of the order cards for books received from
the various vendors are sorted alphabetically by author, placed in
the Univac 1004 which now reproduces an additional deck of cards
which are then interfiled into the Financial File. This file includes
cards for all books which have actually been received from the
vendors and have been approved for payment but for which the Sys-
tem has not as yet billed the libraries. This Financial File (or
deck) also serves as an inventory, just about, of the books which are
somewhere in process within the office. To some extent, it also can
serve as an Accounts Receivable file.
The order cards are next sorted by jobber and by title within
jobber, and both the order cards and the source documents are re-
turned to the Order Department. The order cards are inserted into
the books which they represent. If there are any books listed on
the invoice which have not been received in this shipment from the
vendor, a debit memo is made out and forwarded to the Data Process-
ing Department. For each book which has been received, the Order
Department's check- in clerk will look at the order card to see
whether the book is to be cataloged or just processed. A batch
number written on the card indicates that the book goes straight to
the Processing line.
As the Processing Department also handles final placement of
books on the shelves designated for each 'customer library," all
books actually go there if cataloging is not indicated. It may be
recalled that libraries sometimes request that a book not be pro-
cessed or cataloged; they stamp this message on the order card when
they send it into the System office.
The System, now in its second year of processing, is process-
ing more than 150,000 volumes per year. The Catalog Department is
handling about 25,000 titles a year. Thus, it should be noted that for
every book which goes to the Catalog Department, more than five
go dire Jtly to the processing line without stopping at the Catalog
Department.
Books which are sent to the Cataloging Department are, as
previously mentioned, top priority items because of the space prob-
lem, as much as for any other reason. Once they arrive there,
however, each is cataloged as quickly as possible and is assigned
the batch number for catalog cards which are now to be made in the
Machine Room. A Dewey Decimal classification number will also
be assigned, of course, if the item is non-fiction and will be mark-
sensed into the card. The cards for these "just-cataloged" books
will now be run through the IBM Reproducer, and the sense-marked
information will be punched into the card later allowing the cards
to be used for the production of the labels which are to be placed on
the spine of the book and on the book card and pocket .
Now, let us follow the books which are in the Processing De-
partment, arriving there either directly from the Order Department
or from the Catalog Department. On the day before the books are to
go down the processing line, one card is pulled from each book.
(Remember, there are two in the book.) The cards are kept in the
same sequence as are the books which are sitting on the Awaiting
Processing shelves. These cards are sent to the Data Processing
Department early the next morning, where labels are quickly re-
produced by the Univac 1004. When the cards and labels come back
from the Data Processing Department, the books go down the Pro-
cessing line, where labels are placed on the spine and on the book
card and pocket; the book pocket is affixed to the inside of the book's
back cover, and a plastic cover is placed on the dust jacket, if there
is a dust jacket. It should be mentioned that the label for the spine
of the book will give the Dewey Decimal classification number, if
there is one, plus the author's first two initials. The Univac 1004
automatically picks out the initials to be printed out. For Biography,
the labels must be hand processed. For Fiction, the label for the
spine shows only the first two letters of the author's last name. It
is possible if the library indicates a wish for it, to provide any two
symbols which may be needed. The labels for the book cards and
pockets list author, title, and call number.
Just prior to placing the processed books on the shelves to
await delivery, catalog card sets are pulled from the batches which
had been prepared the first time the Catalog Department handled
the titles in question. Each set is placed in a plastic container and
inserted in the pocket of the appropriate book.
The fully processed volumes, plus any others not to be pro-
cessed, now have been arranged on shelves by library. Each day
order cards are pulled from the books awaiting delivery on the
following day. (Daily delivery is maintained to most member
libraries.) For each library, there is a name, address, and accounts
receivable file. The order cards which have just been pulled are
sent to the Data Processing room where they are placed in the
Univac 1004, and invoices are run off for each library about to re-
ceive a shipment of books. At the same time, a packing slip is made,
and the accounts receivable file is updated for each of the libraries
involved.
Remember that financial deck which was quickly reproduced
some time ago to serve as a record of books received from the
vendor but not yet billed to the libraries ? It is imperative, of
course, that the System receives payment for each book which has
been purchased for member libraries. The ideal arrangement is to
have, at year's end, a payment received for each book ordered.
Again using the Univac 1004, the order cards for books just billed
are played to the receiving libraries against this financial deck.
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This purges the financial deck of all cards for items just billed. In
effect, a balance for these items has been achieved, and the trans-
action is completed.
The order cards have now served their major purpose. At
this point, they are sorted by author and placed in a file which is
sent, every two weeks, to the Reference Department which uses the
cards to update the Union Catalog. In the near future, they will also
be used to update the authority file which will be a finding list as
well.
The books awaiting delivery are now checked against the pack-
ing slip, and both packing slip and books are placed in canvas library
delivery bags, formerly known as "coal bags," and off they go on the
next day's delivery run. Early in the System's history, the driver
one day noted that the bags contained unequal numbers of books , and
to ease his aching back, he reshuffled books from one bag to another
until he had achieved a nice balance. The phones had to be taken off
the hooks for a day or two after that. The human element again! It
does turn up!
Bills for delivered books go out the day after delivery. Each
shipment is invoiced. It is quite possible for any one library to
receive six, seven, or eight shipments a month plus as many bills.
It is our opinion that it is extremely important to handle it this way
rather than to accumulate bills. For one thing, when mistakes do
occur, it is far better to clear them up quickly than to try to do so
weeks after. Besides, the member libraries much prefer this modus
operandi because it keeps them absolutely up-to-date in their busi-
ness relationship with the System. A nice bonus is that under this
arrangement the System is paid much more promptly than if bills
were rendered only once a month.
And that describes the System's ordering and billing procedure.
It sounds complicated, but it works smoothly. Of course, there must
be many ways in which the procedures could be streamlined further.
Constant changes, which it is hoped are improvements, are made.
The System counts on further constructive ideas from those who can
view it with the perceptive eye of complete objectivity. If the in-
tention had been to develop such a procedure for manual implementa-
tion, the System would certainly have courted disaster. But the
beauty of a mechanized operation is that the equipment can produce
records, duplicate decks, check and cross-check information, in less
time than it takes to describe exactly what is happening.
The Latest Development Magnetic Tape
In the fall of 1964, it was decided to expand the Data Processing
Department to include magnetic tape. With this additional equipment,
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it was felt that catalog cards would be produced directly out of storage
by utilizing the Univac 1004. Also, magnetic tape would make it pos-
sible to improve existing operations by taking advantage of the vastly
increased storage of information which would become available. It
should now be possible, for example, to conduct bibliographic searches
of the authority file which will be placed on tape. Two Univac 1004
magnetic tape units have been purchased and arrived last month.
The primary reason for moving into tape was the urgency of the
need to produce those catalog cards directly on the Univac 1004. As
matters have stood up to this time, sets of catalog cards have been
stock-piled, using more and more of the 5,000 square feet of office
space. Also the production of the cards takes most of the running
time of the offset equipment and its operator who could be performing
other valuable services for the member libraries. A large amount
of time is lost to the Processing Department staff, because of the
necessity of searching out these catalog card sets from their storage
place in the System office. The idea of producing catalog cards from
the Univac 1004 as they are needed and in the same sequence in which
the books are to flow down the processing line has great appeal. A
special drum has been prepared by the Univac manufacturers which
will allow printings in both upper and lower case, an improvement
which will warm the hearts of the many traditionalists in the library
profession who have disliked catalog cards on which the print is all
one size. This drum is also to be used by another System, and will
become a standard item for purchase.
The card stock for the Univac
-produced catalog cards will be
pin-feed, die cut, fan fold, continuous form and will be fed through
the Univac 1004 at the rate of 600 lines a minute. The machine will
read a main entry (key punched) authority card, print a determined
number of author cards, plus one card for each of the tracings.
These, of course, will be printed in sequence and will come from the
machine in collated sets, thereby eliminating the the need to overrun
and stockpile catalog card sets.
At the present time, under a special grant from the state of
New York, a key punch operator has been hired who is hard at work
placing the authority file on tape. It will take about a year for the
task to be completed. In about three months, current cataloging
information will begin to be placed on tape as well. Since close to
125 titles a day must be cataloged, it seems essential that the input
operation be streamlined as much as possible. Cataloging staff can-
not be spared to block out catalog card information for the key punch
operator. Neither can a key punch operator be expected to be expert
in dealing with transfer of information in a suitable manner from
catalog cards to tape. The answer to this apparent dilemma seems
to lie in making the Univac 1004 mainly responsible for the format.
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The procedure being carried out by the key punch operator is
as follows:
1. A code number, which happens to be the batch number for
location of catalog cards, is punched into the author section of
the catalog card. This is automatically repeated on every card
in the set. This batch number indicates the sequence in which
the title in question was cataloged. There are incidentally
sixty-seven spaces in each card which may be used for key
punching.
2. Cards for title entry are punched, and the entire title is
punched in. If more than one card is required (this will be the
case for all but short titles)
,
the key punch operator runs off
the end of the card. Then she starts a second card for title re-
punching the word that is not completed on the preceding card.
The machine (Univac 1004) will automatically read out any
word not completed at the end of a card simply by reading
column seventy-nine and automatically rejecting any word
which spills over into that column.
3. Collation will have a separate card for each section.
4.-8. will be reserved for notes each beginning with a dif-
ferent number.
9. Tracings will be numbered "nine" with a sub number for
each library to establish location. There will be a separate
card for each tracing.
The Univac 1004 will automatically figure identations, spacing,
etc., because it is all built into the program. Cards will be printed
out in complete sets printed at the rate of 600 lines a minute with no
collation problem.
The big problem has been input. Normally, it will take three
minutes to type a main entry which can be used for filming. Then of
course there is the overtyping of headings on the masters in addition.
It is believed that an operator should be able to punch an authority
card with tracings in five or six minutes, and this should make it
economically feasible.
The board already has been programmed. This operation will
begin in a limited way in May and by year's end if it is successful,
it should be a full blown effort. The authority file should be almost
completely on tape by that time.
One drawback encountered with the System's machine is that it
has only four special characters: the apostrophe, period, comma,
and hyphen. This is necessary because the drum, even though it is a
special drum, is limited to sixty-one characters. This means cer-
tain types of punctuation will be eliminated for the present. The
System chose upper and lower case over complete punctuation
principally because it could not sell the idea of catalog cards in all
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upper case. However, the key punch operator will punch into the card
all punctuation, and it will be so recorded on tape. The Univac 1004
will read out (reject) the punctuation it cannot print, but as the equip-
ment becomes larger and more sophisticated, it will be possible to
print cards with all punctuation desired. As far as upper and lower
case is concerned, the key punch operator will be expected to strike
a key as a typist now does to signify capital otherwise, the print out
will be in lower case. A standard key punch machine will be used for
this purpose.
Other benefits occur when the machine tape drive units are
asked to search the tracings for the subject approach. The equipment
will print out this information listing, for example, all of the items
listed under Marketing- Statistics. Plans are to make this a finding
listing as well, by playing the order cards into the authority file,
searching by batch number, and listing location of library purchasing
the title. Hence a subject listing will be created which gives the
location of a book in a library.
Another use of the authority file on tape will be to feed order
cards, not coordinated, (about 3,000 plus a week are received) into
the file to determine if the title has been previously cataloged. If it
has, there will be a print out giving batch number, if the author and
title correspond. The estimate is that this may reduce the manual
searching by 30 to 40 percent.
Plans are also being made to print a book catalog of fiction
from the authority file. For the present, fiction is not in the Union
Catalog, and this inhibits effective interlibrary loan of fiction ma-
terial. This catalog can be automatically kept up-to-date by feeding
order cards into the storage unit once the books have been processed.
The tapes also can be used for printing out overdue notices for
member libraries by utilizing registration files on storage. This will
be added slowly and has a low priority at the moment.
Tape will be used immediately to store information concerning
the accounts receivable. The financial deck (receivables) will be
filed by a number (described under ordering) . Formerly this was done
without tape by sorting alphabetically on the sorter, and this took
hours every week. As vendor's bills are approved they are added to
the deck; as member libraries are billed subtractions are made
from the deck. All bills in and out are also recorded by customer
on tape. At month's end, a "print out" will provide a statement
indicating "ins" and "outs" with a net figure owed the System.
There are many other possible applications for magnetic tape,
but at the present, attention is being focused on those already men-
tioned. There is a gamble in what is being attempted, but to stand
still in such an operation is not possible.
In reference to the capacity and speed of the equipment, the
Univac 1004 with two magnetic tape drive units will be able to ac-
complish the following:
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1. Automatically print out the entire master authority file once
on tape in thirty minutes /20,000 titles, three across, three lines
per title.
2. Allow for 25,000 titles representing approximately 250,000
punched cards to be contained on one reel of Univac 1004
magnetic tape.
3. Provide print out at the rate of about 600 lines, or 34,000
characters, per minute.
4. The Univac 1004-in Model A has 31 two address program
steps. The System is externally programmed. That is, boards
are wired much as the IBM 403 was wired for the System's
other operations. Memory is 961 characters of core storage
and is addressable, variable word length. Memory cycle line
is 6.5 micro-seconds. Tape, of course, adds to the memory
just outlined.
5. Produce rewind speed at less than three minutes per 2,400
foot reel.
6. Permit tape to be read at 42.7 inches per second.
Miscellaneous
At the present time, book catalogs are being prepared and used
for specialized services. The bookmobile, for example, has a book
catalog as does a System sponsored reading center, and shortly many
of the reference tools in the two Central Libraries will also be in-
cluded in a special book catalog. At the moment, the catalog is
produced from order cards for books that have been processed for
the respective departments. It is an unsophisticated listing giving
the last name of author, title, publisher, date published, and Dewey
number. It is, in short, a quick finding list.
With the authority file on tape, it should be possible to have a
book catalog which will provide full main entry catalog card listings.
This will mean better book catalogs produced inexpensively, and
they should be able to be updated with a minimum of expense.
The card files now maintained for the book catalog not only
provide a bare minimum of information but take considerable effort
to keep current. Strangely enough, it is the two least sophisticated
pieces of equipment the sorter and the keypunch that are the
weakest links in the production chain. This is true for this as well
as most of the other programs of the System.
Circulation control is now being offered to four member
libraries and the bookmobile program. The four member libraries
and the bookmobile circulate 750,000 volumes a year. Adding the
fifth library will boost circulation to approximately 900,000 volumes.
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The other member libraries circulate about three million additional
volumes and will be added a few a year as they indicate interest.
There are basically two plans with some variations now in use:
1. A filming charge-out procedure utilizes a pre-numbered
punched stub transaction card. When a book is circulated the
stub is taken from a consecutively numbered deck and filmed
with the borrower's card and the book card. The stub (which
is end printed) is placed in the pocket, and when the book is
returned the stub is pulled. Each day all stubs returned are
sent to the System office. The stubs are reproduced into con-
ventional sized data processing cards (on the reproducer) and
filed numerically after having been sorted. One day each week,
cards for books charged out six weeks earlier (four weeks
loan and two weeks for a margin) are fed into the Univac 1004.
The machine reads the cards printing out only missing numbers,
and these are sent to the library to be checked against the films
for overdues.
2. Another procedure is a borrower participation plan calling
for patrons to fill in author, title, and borrower's number on
unnumbered data processing cards. These are brought to the
charging desk by the patron, and a pre-numbered stub (end
printed and punched) is placed in the book pocket. A sequential
numbering stamp keyed in to the number on the stub is used to
stamp the transaction number on the patron's slip. This slip
is placed face down as in many transaction systems, and the
day's circulation is sent to the System the following day. There
the cards are end punched and printed using the reproducer
and matching the cards against a pre-numbered deck. These
cards are checked to see that the stamp and the end printing
are similar and then sorted and filed in the books outstanding
deck for that library. When the book is returned by the patron,
the stub is removed from the book and sent along with other
stubs to the System office. The stubs are reproduced into
regular sized data processing cards by the reproducer. They
are then sorted and routed through the collator to purge their
numbered counterpart. At the end of a specified period of
time, which varies by library, the remaining cards are overdue
and are sent to the library involved for overdue notices.
This is a very simple operation. There are other ways to
operate these procedures. One entails transmitting information over
a telephone to a slave keypunch or to a computer. The Suffolk Co-
operative Library System has chosen the simple and the inexpensive.
Next the tape drive units will eliminate the need for sorting, collating,
etc. in circulation procedures. It is expected that tape may be utilized
to streamline this operation and enable the System to enlist more
libraries into the program.
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A Union List of Serials has just been produced for the holdings
of member libraries. The program will now call for updating the
publication annually, but the bulk of the work is now over.
Labels for mailing and a myriad of special purposes are, of
course, easily produced by the Univac 1004. This is a fringe benefit
and probably the most easily established program.
Soon the System expects to add an additional core unit and a
translator to the Univac 1004. There are many reasons for this, but
one which should pay off is that the eight channel tape produced by a
teletype machine may be used to mechanize the Interlibrary Loan
procedure. Daily the System now copes with about 100 requests for
books by member libraries. It is expected that this will double with-
in eighteen months. Utilizing the teletype enables materials not in
the County to be located. At present, of course, records are main-
tained manually and record statistics the same way. Plans for 1965
call for mechanizing this program by typing all requests on the tele-
type machine feeding the eight channel tape through the Univac 1004
into the magnetic tape. This way overdues, statistics, and other
record keeping can be a responsibility of Univac.
Summing up, the System's data processing operation costs
personnel-wise $17,500 annually for a tab machine operator, two
keypunch operators, and one part-time machine operator. The equip-
ment costs about $18,000 a year not including the outright purchase
of the two tape drive units for $32,000. The program is growing,
soon better than 200,000 volumes for three Systems and many school
libraries will be processed. Accounts now exceed 100. Taking into
account the control annually of the flow of about $1,500,000 and the
provision of services previously described, it can be said with cer-
tainty that without data processing equipment this System would be
out of business. It is also equally certain that without an entire
System concept, the equipment would not have produced adequately.
Many of the procedures described in this paper are about to be
phased out with the coming of more sophisticated equipment. Changes
will be taking place for the foreseeable future. Sample forms and
printouts presently in use appear in Appendix n.
Man is limited by his intelligence; thereby he limits the
equipment. The System attempts never to box itself in and hence
has retained IBM peripheral equipment with the operation of the
Univac 1004. Eight columns allows the necessary flexibility. There
are many other instances where flexibility now, allowing for de-
cisions to be made later, based on knowledge learned and earned
has paid off. It is hoped that the potential of the equipment can con-
tinue to be challenged, because by so doing, new service possibilities
for the Suffolk Cooperative Library System are opened.
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Appendix I
ORDERING PROCEDURE
ORDER DEFT.
REPRO- \ PUNCH INFORMATION INTO
SOURCE DOCUMENT
DATA PROCESSING DEPT.
J PRE 'CATALOG ING
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B A PRE"CATALOG ING
SORTER \ BY AUTHOR BY TITLE
DATA PROCESSING DCPT.
CATALOGING DEFT.
DATA PROCESSING DEPT.
ORDER CPT.
C 1 INVOICE BALANCING AND INVEHTQg
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ORDER CPT.
VENDOR'S
INVOICE
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BOOK CHECK- IN
SORT \ BY JOBBER BY TITLE
INVOICING. ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE.
INVENTORY UPDATING. UNION CATALOG.
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INVOICING. ACCOUMTS RECEIVABLE. INVENTORY UPDATING. UNION CATALOG
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f r
J
BOOK LABELS
PUNCHES DEVIEY DECIMAL NO.
FROM MARK SENSED CARD
PROCESSING DEFT.
LABELS AND JACKETS
AfF IXED
CATALOG CARDS
INSERTED
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Appendix II
SUFFOLK COOPERATIVE LIBRARY SYSTEM
PATCHOGUE, NEW YORK
SAMPLE FORMS AND PRINTOUTS
BOOK ORDER FORMS
CARBON INTERLEAVED BOOK ORDER CARD SETS
u 1OOK TITLE
if 11(1mmi 111
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiimiiii]
mmmimmmmimiimmmti
41 4444444444444
iimimm
I 1 I 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I 1
4H444444444444444444I44
III III III III I Mil III
iimmimm
1 1 1 1 1 ii in M
mmmmmtimmmmmimm
1 41 i|i 1 1 1m in in in i in inmmm in
if J 1 ! 7 1 1 1 1 j|l 1 1 7 1 1 1 1 1 M T 1 1 1 T 1 1 ? 1
I I II I I I I ! I II I II I I I
mmmmmmmm
C1=>CI=JC13C 1 =C 1 =>C I =lc 13d 3C 1 3c 1=
MARK SENSE ORDER CARD
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VENDOR PURCHASE ORDER
CONTINUOUS FORM BOOK LABELS
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MEMBER LIBRARY INVOICE
'
THE SUFFOLK COOPERATIVE LIBRARY SYSTEM
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ANALYSIS OF BOOK PROCESSING Tl
